“One night while rooting through the recycling bin for magazines, I found all the confidential Ph.D. applicant files for the biology department at an Ivy League university from the years 1965-1975. Stapled to many of the yellowed documents were photographs of the prospective students. They were treasures! I tore through the folders and rescued every portrait I could find. I had to have them. Only later did I realize I had to publish them”.

So begins the preface to Jesse Reklaw’s Applicant. A priceless time-bomb of pop culture, Reklaw serves a compelling and secret look into an impossibly lost era. The book collects photos from the 1970s paired with accompanying comments from employers and professors. The results are absurdist, confusing, often hilarious and disturbing.

Applicant provides unique insight into outdated 1970s social attitudes and ephemera (under one girl’s photo: “Weakness: she is a female, and an attractive, modest one, so is bound to marry”). Much of the book’s appeal however is found in what the book fails to say: the blank and despondent stares of it’s subjects, the outdated fashions and hairstyles and it’s understated text. Equal parts Ann Taintor and Found Magazine, Applicant is one of those books you read once and then want to show everyone.

“In the spirit of making something new out of something old, Reklaw has refugured photos and a portion of the accompanying commentary into a fresh piece of art.” -Tom Spurgeon, The Comics Reporter

“Is this thing ever a hoot...Get two copies of this book, give one to a friend, and argue it out.” -The Comics Journal

“The effect is startling and vaguely disturbing. The combination of the photograph and the often-ruthless summations of these students by their former professors and employers makes you want to simultaneously laugh at and pity them. Highly recommended.” -Sean Stewart, The New Pages

ABOUT THE CREATOR:
Jesse Reklaw draws other people’s real dreams in a comic strip called Slow Wave, which is carried by twelve news weeklies in the United States. The first collection, entitled Dreamtoons, was published by Shambhala in 2000. His paintings, comics and projects are archived on www.slowwave.com. He lives in Portland, OR.

ABOUT THE PUBLISHER:
Microcosm Publishing is an independent publisher and distributor based in Portland, Oregon. Our titles attempt to teach self empowerment to disenfranchised people and to nurture their creative side.